
Unsurpassed Value
Although there are many low-cost, compatible printer and MFP brands available, there are very few choices that 
combine the cost savings you desire and the reliable performance, great color reproduction and excellent print quality 
you need. The Media Sciences brand has long been recognized as the leader in color print compatibles, because of the 
brand’s unique value proposition. Since becoming a Katun brand in 2010, this reputation has grown steadily, along with 
the product offering. Dozens of in-demand laser cartridges are now available for many of the most widely placed printer 
applications in the world today… devices that your customers already have. With Media Sciences brand compatibles, you 
can significantly increase supplies profits from your current customer base without placing another machine.
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Why Choose Media Sciences? 

Media Sciences OEM-compatible new-build and remanufactured toner cartridges are available for a large and growing 
number of monochrome and color printers, enabling businesses of all sizes to reduce their printer supplies costs - 
without sacrificing quality, color reproduction, or performance. 

Reliable Color and Monochrome Quality
Not all printer cartridges are created equal. There is a huge disparity in the quality and performance of compatible 
products currently available from a variety of sources. Media Sciences has a well-deserved reputation for providing 
toner supplies that deliver consistent print quality and performance. Our technical experts work with our products 
to ensure they meet customer expectations, through the design and implementation of uncompromising product 
development and testing protocols. Our thorough product development process includes detailed product analysis, 
comprehensive lab evaluation, field testing and on-going performance reviews. Our dedication to excellence allows us 
to confidently offer one of the best warranties in the business.

More than any other factor, our dedication to quality separates us from many other compatibles suppliers and enables 
us to provide you with products that perform at consistently high levels.

Broad Range of Customers
Organizations and businesses around the world, in every industry, enjoy the savings and excellent performance that 
Media Sciences products provide. From large Fortune 500 corporations to the small office/home office entrepreneur, 
Media Sciences provides compatible printer products that offer our customers simplicity, savings and peace of mind

Sales and Service Coverage
Media Sciences products are carried by thousands of resellers, office supply and office equipment dealers throughout 
the world. Our distributor & dealer networks support the high service levels we demand.

Breadth & Depth of Coverage
Media Sciences offers a large and growing line of compatible laser cartridges for Brother, Dell, Hewlett Packard, Konica 
Minolta, Okidata, Samsung and Xerox printers and MFPs. You can choose from more than 200 part numbers for many 
of the most widely placed and popular printers in the world today.

Media Sciences is a Katun Brand
In November 2010, Katun acquired the toner cartridge business of Media Sciences International, Inc., effectively 
combining the fundamental strengths of two of the imaging industry’s aftermarket color leaders.

Media Sciences’ selection of new-build color toner cartridges and solid inks for color printers, effectively complements 
Katun’s color and monochrome product lines for copiers, printers and MFPs – providing an even greater selection of 
products across office equipment platforms for customers in multiple channels.

Katun’s worldwide distribution proficiencies continue to support high service levels, while the company’s technical 
strengths drive new product development. The organizations R&D capabilities and testing protocols ensure that 
customers continue to receive compatible products that offer unsurpassed compatible quality across multiple 
technology platforms. 

Learn More
Contact your Media Sciences wholesaler or representative today to learn more about our growing product line. 


